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Two ‘Skippers’ - one
boat.
Cdr Tom Kitson RN (Rtd)
and Paul Childs, current
owner of the former
HMS Gay Archer,
aboard the craft at
Watchet Harbour.
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[See article page 3]

S

pring is just around the corner
but at the time of writing we are
in the tight grip of a spell of cold
weather.
On such cold and chilly days,
memories of last years hot Summer
are difficult to conjure.
An article in this edition recalls an
almost forgotten era of the RN’s
Coastal Forces - the ‘Cold War’
years of the 1950’s - and of an
incident that was just too hot!

● Branch Report.
● Ending of hostilities in Europe
● Coastal Forces (Post WW 2)
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Chairman’s Report.
While I was away this past six months (you hadn't noticed?) ,there was some
talk that as the regular attendance at our quarterly ‘Belfast meetings was
decreasing somewhat, we should think about reducing their frequency.
Although It was decided not to, we all knew that cutting the rate of meetings
was inevitable as veterans are becoming historic and most have a difficult
journey to the ship.
For the moment, I remain happy with the decision. Every four months I
find the discipline of arising two hours earlier, replacing trainers for the day,
searching for and polishing my black shoes, donning my white shirt, discarding
my jeans and climbing into trousers with a crease in them, shift into my
'uniform' blazer and tie, and combing my strands of hair, makes me feel a lot
better, for a change.
I am a mite unsteady afoot and need the arm of an escort, so my
daughter, Christine, kindly volunteers. The journey to the ship is always arduous but is forgotten as I board the ‘Belfast, saluting the quarterdeck without a
cap on, just for the hell of it.
Then comes the real joy of meeting my friends, swapping insults, then finally
getting down to Branch business.
I have left other details of this meeting to be given to you by my hard - working
Committee. Secretary David always provides a good set of Minutes for members to read, Ted manages to confound us with the technicalities of Newsletter
production, Steve does his bit on Sea Cadet matters, and now we have our new
Committee member - Web Developer/Researcher - Kevin. Although his attendance will be sparse (see the Members List) he will have plenty to contribute by
Email
Finally , with my 'armed' escort, I departed, a tired but contented man.
A lovely day, despite the hardship But four times a year only.
Ken Gadsdon
www.cfv.org.uk
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Ending of hostilities in Europe.
th
On May 13 1945, two vessels from the 4th S-Boote flotilla, S204 and S205, undertook for the
last time the crossing of the North Sea toward England.
They left their base at Dan Helder at 9 am, on board was Rear Admiral Erich Alfred Breuning, to
sign the surrender of all German naval forces based in Holland.
Accompanying him was Korvettenkapitan Kurt Fimmen, S.O. of the 4th flotilla and
Kapitanleutnant Bernard Rebensburg - Kapitä zur See Rudolf Petersen's chief of naval
operations.
Also at 9am an English contingent left Felixstowe with 10 MTB's and planned to rendezvous
with the German's at the South Fall Bouy.
At the meeting, several British officers boarded S205, one of them being Captain Peter Scott
who has left his account of the trip back to England -

“...We still had a few dozen miles to cover before arriving at Felixstowe. This was
the first time I had ever sailed on an enemy boat and I was immediately impressed
by the size of the S-Boote.
The general silhouette was hardly visible above the surface of the water and
everything seemed to be designed to offer minimum resistance to the elements and
maximum protection for the crew when the boat was travelling at full speed.
In spite of the rolling we soon reached 30 knots. The MTB's couldn't keep up and
in spite of the speed, we kept perfectly dry, while my comrades on our boats had to
put on their oilskins...”
Apart from the recognition of an undoubted far superior Hull design, the success of German
development of the marine diesel engine was not heeded in the coming years it appears; which
provides a tenuous link to our following article.

A well known image of e-boats surrendering at HMS Hornet - May 1945. [Copyright unknown]
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Coastal Forces: Post War.
What follows is an account of a well known incident that occurred in the Danish port of Aarhus during
the 1950’s.
With the cessation of hostilities the risks to naval operations using petrol powered vessels had
obviously greatly diminished; however there remained the ever present danger of fuel vapour
detonation, aside from actual combat conditions.
At the time of this accident the Second World War had been over for just eight years. Strict regulations
concerning the handling and storage of high-octane fuel were well known, but many accidents or
incidents continued to occur as the result of spillages or small leaks, leading to heavier than air vapours
being trapped within boats bilges etc. The lightest relaxing of one’s vigilance could lead to ignition
and have the most devastating results.
It may appear very surprising to us today that a new design of Fast Patrol Boat (FPB), employing highly
volatile 100-octane aviation spirit as fuel should even have been contemplated, considering
experiences gained during the War. The Ostend disaster of February 1945, occurring outside of combat
conditions and virtually wiping out the Canadian 29th Flotilla, being one such. However the political
situation during the Cold War of the late 1940s and early 1950s, obviously dictated otherwise.
This is an abridged version of correspondence received from Cdr Tom Kitson, Commanding Officer of
P1041 HMS Gay Archer, describing an interesting and dramatic incident that clearly illustrates the
inherent dangers of life within Coastal Forces postwar.
“…[HMS] Gay Archer was about a month late being delivered by the
builders, Vosper. When she did arrive, Vosper’s ferry crew managed
to knock a small hole in her port side, evidence of which can be seen
in the photo printed in the Western Morning News of 25 May 2006!
That photo, incidentally, was taken very shortly after her arrival in HMS
Hornet, i.e. in early May 1953. I have one of the original photographs
and can identify my First Lieutenant, the Cox’n and myself on the
bridge...”

HMS Gay Archer sporting a tingle over the slight damage to her hull.

“…We sailed for the Baltic on 7 May, one week after acceptance
from Vosper, but not before splitting a fuel tank on acceptance
trials, with all the attendant problems of shutting everything
down, being towed out into The Solent to pump out the bilges
and then having to lift off the coach deck and replace the tank.
Another problem showed itself early on. We would come back
on board to find our upper deck some eighteen inches below
that of the next boat. The engine room had flooded, but no-one
at first knew why. It was later discovered that the cooling water
inlet was letting water in, which somehow had got out of the
engine and into the bilges. The problem was cured before long.
The next problem was the inability of the Gay-class, when fully
loaded and fuelled, to get up ‘on the step’ until some of the fuel
had been used and the all-up weight reduced. Later on, the
transom flaps shown in the picture were fitted and I believe these
helped.
We nearly didn’t get away on the Baltic excursion. We were
narrowly missed by ‘Bold Pioneer, as she entered the pens
one day, managing to cut the Captain’s motorboat in half!…”
Transom flaps as fitted to HMS Gay Carabineer.
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“…On the passage north, between Den Helder and Cuxhaven,
we damaged a propeller on some driftwood. A new one was
fitted in Copenhagen before we moved on to Aarhus, moored
alongside in a trot of four boats; ‘Bombardier on the jetty, then
‘Fencer, then ourselves, with 1023—an old-style Vosper
‘shortboat’—on the outside. We all topped up our fuel from RFA
Airsprite, who came along for these trips carrying the (not
much-loved) 100-octane aviation spirit.
About 7am the following morning—Sunday 17 May, according
to my notes—the Leading Stoker in 1023 went into the engine
room to start up the generator which resulted in an explosion
and fire. He was blown out through the hatch and, although
injured, survived.
1023 burnt merrily and subsequently sank. ‘Gay Archer,
alongside her, caught fire and after some difficulty untangling
ourselves from the berthing lines and, by then, the fire hoses laid
across our deck from shore being played on 1023, [we] drifted
away across the basin, quite badly damaged and scorched by
1023’s fire.
Having operated the methyl bromide fire extinguishers as a
preventative measure, we couldn’t run up our engines.
Fortunately, none of the boats actually exploded, possibly due
to having full fuel tanks and thus no vapour in them…”

Fire begriming to take hold
“…We remained in Aarhus for two weeks being repaired sufficiently
to make the passage home. On the day of the fire the ERA fell down
the engine room hatch, sprained his ankle and had to be flown home.
Tim Hollis, my First Lieutenant, had hurt himself slipping off a gangway
in Den Helder on the way up and spent the time in Aarhus in hospital!
We left Aarhus on 29 May, meeting up with ‘Gay Fencer at Kiel, who
kept us company on he way home in case, in our somewhat weakened
state, we sank. Happily, we didn’t, although we did the final leg from
Hook of Holland to Sheerness battling into a westerly gale and
uncomfortable sea. We spent a day in Chatham dockyard de-fuelling.
‘Fencer towed ‘Gay Archer to Sheerness on 10 June to be de-stored,
whereupon the crew all went ‘home’ to Hornet...
...’Gay Archer was in no fit state to take her place in the Fleet Review
on 15 June, so we had to miss that. Not long afterwards (6 July), ‘Gay
Centurion was accepted from the makers and I took command of her
until I left Coastal Forces at the end of the year, by which time ‘Gay
Archer, as far as I can remember, had still not yet returned to the fold...”

With flames engulfing the starboard side of HMS Gay Archer,
P1023 begins to settle.

The Gay-class of FPB were destined to be the last
petroleum powered craft of the Royal Navy: HMS Gay
Fencer, one of the last vessels of the type in commission,
became a Torpedo Recovery Vessel, later becoming an
Admiral’s Barge. Photographic evidence shows her still
in use as late as 1965. Some vessels had ignominious
ends—’Fencer was eventually to be sunk as a target on
the naval gunnery ranges off Portland. ‘Bombardier sold
privately, was caught smuggling in the Mediterranean
being arrested by Italian customs; her eventual fate
unknown. Another member of the class, identity
Final moments of P1023 with fire damage much in evidence to
currently unknown, was also caught smuggling, this time
HMS Gay Archer.
by the Spanish customs; confiscated and eventually donated to the Spanish Cantabria University at Santanda; re-named
Iorana she was accidentally crushed by a Spanish naval tug and deemed a total loss in 2006. HMS Gay Archer however
is now the sole survivor of this postwar class of twelve craft.
Having once been converted to a private yacht she is now owned by Paul Childs and lovingly restored to a military
configuration similar to one that she once enjoyed during the 1950s (now diesel powered of course!). She is currently
based at Watchet Harbour, Somerset, UK.
[Based upon an article first published on the Coastal Forces Veterans website in 2013. T.E.]
www.cfv.org.uk

